THE UK'S WORST TRAFFIC HOTSPOTS AS IDENTIFIED BY
INRIX ROADWAY ANALYTICS

HAMBURG
A7 N at J29
HH-Othmarschen

STUTTGART
A8 W at J48 (B295)
Leonberg-West

ANTWERP
R1 / E19 E and E34 E at J3 (Borgerhout)

LONDON
M25 N between J15 (M4) and J16 (M40)

WORST TRAFFIC HOTSPOTS IN EUROPE

1. LONDON
2. ROME
3. PARIS
4. HAMBURG
5. MADRID
6. ANTWERP
7. MUNICH
8. STUTTGART
9. COLOGNE
10. MILAN

TRAFFIC JAMS PER MONTH

BEFORE THE IMPLEMENTATION

343

AFTER THE IMPLEMENTATION

165

REDUCTION

52%